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STATEMENT 

 

Elaine Wethington has worked in academic and community partnerships for many years.  Cornell is very much 

in need of transparent and productive partnerships between its faculty and administrators, both within and 

across colleges. One role for the Dean of Faculty is to encourage partnerships.  My view after many years on the 

Cornell campus is that effective partnerships represent a wide variety of faculty constituencies on campus, 

engage the best minds on academic policies, and give value to sometimes dissenting voices.  

For the last decade I have worked closely with younger faculty at Cornell and at Weill Cornell Medicine who 

are launching their careers. In my recent interactions with them I note their rising concerns that governance at 

Cornell lacks transparency and discourages their meaningful participation: that their fate is out of their hands. 

We are poised at Cornell to renew our faculty.  We need to be ready to communicate with them effectively 

about the role of faculty in governance; respectful and productive discourse with administrators (and each 

other); and our obligations to contribute to the management of this wonderful institution of learning. I can think 

of no better way to do that than to invest and renew in the tradition of faculty governance at Cornell.  
 


